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Introductory remarks - I
• We shall call not fully stable fluids those that lose stability in the course of
isobaric heating (superheated* liquids and thermally unstable** ones, as
well as supercritical fluids.
* superheated with respect to the liquid-vapor equilibrium temperature
** superheated with respect to the temperature of thermal decomposition
onset in quasi-static process
In the light of the above, our aim is defined as follows:
• to clarify the intensity of heat transfer in the course of transition of the
substance from the initial stable state into not fully stable state
(superheated, p < pc, or supercritical, p > pc) along the isobar
• and to observe how the known peaks of thermophysical properties in
near-critical region will manifest themselves under conditions of short
characteristic times scale and confined spatial scale.

Introductory remarks - II
• We are developing an experimental approach to investigation of the
properties of not fully stable fluids based on the procedure of controlled
pulse heating of a thin (20 µm) wire probe – resistance thermometer [1-3].
• The novelty of the approach is the requirement of identity of the heat
release conditions (namely, the electric power dissipated at the probe in
the course of heating) for a set of specimens with different thermophysical
properties. It allows performing a series of comparative experiments in a
wide range of temperature and heating rate. The pressure serves as a
parameter. In this case we shall solely compare the response signals from
the same heating function.
• The characteristic methodological values are as follows:
heating pulse length is 1 … 10 ms; heated layer thickness is 0.1 … 1 µm;
heat flux density through the probe surface is from 1 … 10 MW/m2.
1. S.B. Rutin, P.V. Skripov, Investigation of not fully stable fluids by the method of
controlled pulse heating. 1. Experimental approach, Thermochim. Acta 2013 562 70–74.
2. S.B. Rutin, A.A. Smotritskiy, A.A. Starostin, Yu.S. Okulovsky, P.V. Skripov. Heat
Transfer under High-Power Heating of Liquids. 1. Experiment and Inverse Algorithm, Int.
J. Heat Mass Transfer. 2013 62 135-141.
3. S.B. Rutin and P.V. Skripov. Letter to Editor, Int. J. Thermophys. 2016 37:102.
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Is there any reason to study
the phenomenon of superheat?
The reasons are obvious. For example, the
range of stable states of liquid phase for water at
atmospheric pressure extends, taking into
account the phenomena of attainable superheat
◦
◦
(310 C) and supercool (−40 C), to 3.5 times
(due to relatively stable states).
As classic said with respect to water,
“the same substance – two different liquids”.
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1961:
The first paper from the Urals
Thermophysical School related
to the attainable superheat of
liquids under atmospheric
pressure. Rising droplet
method was developed. This
paper started a half-century
travel into “the world of
metastability.”

Rising droplet device (up to 30 bar) designed by G.V. Ermakov in early 60s

In the report, we do not aim to give a complete picture of the superheating
phenomenon. Following our plan, we will make a generalization of the results obtained
in two specific directions:
First: the thermodynamic similarity of a large group of pure substances with respect to
the spontaneous boiling-up conditions was revealed. In particular, the values of the
reduced temperature of attainable superheat, T*(p = 0.1 MPa)/Tc, for the studied
liquids lie within the narrow interval of 0.89 to 0.91.
Second: measurements of thermophysical properties for superheated liquids were
performed under conditions of a moderate degree of superheat, when the lifetimes of
a system are relatively long.

Density for n-hexane vs pressure at different temperatures
in the region of stable and superheated states

1 – our data; 2 – reference data for stable states of liquid; 3 – approximation of experimental data;
4 – liquid-vapor equilibrium line; 5 – line of attainable superheating.

Liquid-vapor phase diagram for water (1, 2) and 0.98 water + 0.02 CO2 mixture (3, 4)
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Supercritical Fluids:
Interest in their studying is due to the presence of anomalies in the near-critical region
for most of the thermophysical properties, including heat capacity of the substance.
By a sum of factors, supercritical fluids are related to «… a very delicate state of matter»
(M.A. Anisimov, Int. J. Thermophys., 2011, vol. 32, pp. 2001–2009).
This circumstance requires improved capabilities of both measurement method and a
procedure for conversion values measured directly in the experiment into the values of
properties included in the formula. Sometimes external “signals” that, at first glance, are
not related to the essence of the problem come to the rescue. The task of researcher is
to use the prompts of nature.
_____________________________________________________________________
По сумме факторов, сверхкритические флюиды относят к «a very delicate state of
matter». Данное обстоятельство предъявляет повышенные требования как к
методу измерений, так и к методике пересчета непосредственно измеряемых в
опыте величин в значения свойств, входящих в формулы. Иногда на выручку
приходят внешние «сигналы», не связанные, на первый взгляд, с сутью проблемы.
Задача исследователя состоит в том, чтобы воспользоваться подсказками
природы. Например, Ян Зенгерс, наблюдая за траекторией распространения
сигарного дыма по пространству ван-дер-Ваальсовской лаборатории, предсказал
«лямбда»-образную форму зависимости теплопроводности от плотности
вещества, see photo. Следом он провел утонченный опыт, применив метод
плоского слоя, и подтвердил свою гипотезу.

Scientific research: an example of creative approach

As sited in [Anisimov, M.A., Letter to the editor: Fifty years of breakthrough discoveries in fluid criticality,
Int. J. Thermophys., 2011, vol. 32, pp. 2001–2009.]

Кадры а – в:
температура 34 °С,
давление 81,7 bar;
плотность
теплового потока
возрастает от а к в:
Δt = 1,2 °С (a),
2,7 °С (б),
13,4 °С (в).

heat transfer coefficient along the isotherms
at free convection of CO2 (IFZh / February,1962)

The detected peak dropped with increasing temperature rise

As a result, the following contradiction is appeared. A low-level heat release, at
which the peak is “working”, does not lead to somewhat problem. The engineering
problem is the guaranteed removal of high heat fluxes. In this regard, it is timely to
supplement our knowledge of stationary heat transfer in supercritical fluids with
the experimental data obtained in the scale of small characteristic times and
sizes, namely, under high-power local heat release.
Within this approach, the impact of the two main factors (namely, convection and
gravity) complicating the study of heat conduction in SCFs proved to be almost
eliminated. Our approach made it possible to compare the data on conductive
heat transfer mode in the course of high-power heat release, when the pressure
serves as a parameter.
The most important results obtained in a scale of small characteristic times and
sizes can be formulated as follows.
1. Effect of threshold decrease in the heat transfer intensity was revealed on the
path of a fast transition between compressed liquid and supercritical fluid
states along the isobar. The effect was the more pronounced the closer the
pressure value (p) to the critical pressure (pc).
2. The revealed effect was observed in a range of reduced pressures (1÷3)p/pc.
3. There is no effect of the peaks of isobaric heat capacity and excess thermal
conductivity, which are known from stationary measurements, on the results of
pulse experiments.

Experiments on sub- and supercritical fluids.
Pulse heating of acetone: probe temperature vs. time;
the pressure serves as a parameter
p/pc = 1.02

subcritical vicinity

Increase in acetone thermal resistance at various pressures (Rλi ̴ ΔTi/q)
reduced to thermal resistance at the most high pressure (Rλ0; p/pc = 4.08)

The possible application of our method:
determination of the liquid/vapor critical
parameters for thermally unstable liquids*
and/or critical locus of mixture with
thermally unstable component,
Including oils.
*) thermally unstable liquid: critical temperature exсeeds
the temperature of thermal decomposition onset in quasi-static process

The basic of our method

T*(p); T*(p; t* → 0); pc ≠ pc*; T*(p = pc*)
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P.V. Skripov, A.A. Starostin, D.V. Volosnikov, V.P. Zhelezny.
Int. J. Refrig. 2003. V. 26. P. 721-728.

Characteristic derivatives for transformer oil:
total picture
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Smoothed derivatives of the probe temperature
with respect to heating time for transformer oil
at sub- (p ≤ 1.6 MPa) and supercritical (p ≥ 1.7 MPa) pressures
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Characteristic derivatives for arctic transformer oil:
fragment for selected pressure range
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The advantages of our approach are as follows:
Firstly, the response signal changes its sign while crossing the critical
isobar. As a result, in addition to the not clearly defined boundary from
below for the critical pressure, we got unambiguously defined evaluation
from above.
Secondly, when we move to the critical isobar from above the signal
amplitude is not reduced to the noise level as in the first procedure, but,
‘conversely, it increases. In fact, it is our good fortune.
The authors are ready to cooperate in solving these problems, namely,
experimental study of supercritical heat transfer under various conditions
and p,T – critical parameters of multicomponent mixtures including oils.
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The basis of the approach

Probe Temperature (T = f [R(t)])

Action
Function

Sample

Pulse parameters:
P = 1…10 W
t = 1…10 ms
T ~ 20 ÷ 600 °C
Probe parameters:
d ≈ 20 µm, l ≈ 1 cm

Response
Function

RT = U(t)/I(t)
P = U(t)∙I(t)
q = (P - Pw)/π∙d·l
∆T

Thermal resistance:

Rλ(t) = ∆T/q

Time (t)

Approach
• Our report is devoted to the development of experimental approach to
investigation of the properties for not fully stable fluids based on the
procedure of controlled pulse heating of a thin wire probe – resistance
thermometer*). The probe is a platinum wire 20 µm in diameter.
• The novelty of the approach is the requirement of identity of the heat release
conditions for a set of specimens with different thermophysical properties. It
allows performing a series of comparative experiments in a wide range of
temperature and heating rate. In this case we shall solely compare the
response signals from the same heating function.
• Operation of the apparatus is based on the well-known automatic control
principle that consists in applying negative feedback to control some
physical quantity. In our case, this quantity is the electric power dissipated at
the probe in the course of heating.
• As a whole, the technique makes it possible to trace a probe temperature in
time, to detect the characteristic signal on the heating curve corresponding
to the spontaneous boiling-up of liquid (if the boiling-up has taken place),
and to determine the substance temperature and the density of heat flux
from the probe over the entire range of heating, as discussed below.

